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Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies Asma Salman 2019-08-28
Finance is the language of business and as technological
disruption accelerates, a fundamental change is under
way. This presents both opportunities and challenges for
current-day organizations and finance professionals
alike. Money makes the world go around, they say; but
digital money not only makes the world go around, it
does it in a decentralized fashion. Because the
currencies are decentralized, with the right mix of
technology the opportunities that emerge are noteworthy
and emerge as a game changer for financial institutions.
This book shows many different aspects, examples, and
regulations of cryptocurrencies through its underpinning
technology of blockchain in the present-day digital era.
The diversity of the authors who sum up this book
signify the importance of implementation in the
digitized economy. It is divided into four main
sections, with topics on Bitcoin, blockchain and digital
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returns, impact of cryptocurrencies in gaming, and
cryptocurrency exchanges.
Yearbook of International Organizations Union of
International Associations 1981-12
Статистический ежегодик 1957
Monthly List of Russian Accessions 1954
Polin: Studies in Polish Jewry Volume 18 2005-11-29
Jewish women's exclusion from the public domains of
religious and civil life has been reflected in their
near absence in the master narratives of the East
European Jewish past. As a result, the study of Jewish
women in eastern Europe is still in its infancy. The
fundamental task of historians to construct women as
historical subjects, 'as a focus of inquiry, a subject
of the story, an agent of the narrative', has only
recently begun. This volume is the first collection of
essays devoted to the study of Jewish women's
experiences in Eastern Europe. The volume is edited by
Paula Hyman of Yale University, a leading figure in
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Jewish women's history in the United States, and by
ChaeRan Freeze of Brandeis University, author of a
prize-winning study on Jewish divorce in nineteenthcentury Russia. Their Introduction provides a muchneeded historiographic survey that summarizes the major
work in the field and highlights the lacunae. Their
contributors, following this lead, have attempted to go
beyond mere description of what women experienced to
explore how gender constructed distinct experiences,
identities, and meanings. In seeking to recover lost
achievements and voices and place them into a broader
analytical framework, this volume is an important first
step in the rethinking of east European Jewish history
with the aid of new insights gleaned from the research
on gender. As in earlier volumes of Polin, substantial
space is given, in 'New Views', to recent research in
other areas of Polish-Jewish studies, and there is a
book review section.
Science, Technology, and Medicine in the Modern Japanese
Empire David G. Wittner 2016-03-22 Science, technology,
and medicine all contributed to the emerging modern
Japanese empire and conditioned key elements of post-war
development. As the only emerging non-Western country
that was a colonial power in its own right, Japan
utilized these fields not only to define itself as
racially different from other Asian countries and thus
justify its imperialist activities, but also to position
itself within the civilized and enlightened world with
the advantages of modern science, technologies, and
medicine. This book explores the ways in which
scientists, engineers and physicians worked directly and
indirectly to support the creation of a new Japanese
empire, focussing on the eve of World War I and linking
their efforts to later post-war developments. By
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claiming status as a modern, internationally-engaged
country, the Japanese government was faced with having
to control pathogens that might otherwise not have
threatened the nation. Through the use of traditional
and innovative techniques, this volume shows how the
government was able to fulfil the state’s responsibility
to protect society to varying degrees. The contributors
push the field of the history of science, technology and
medicine in Japan in new directions, raising questions
about the definitions of diseases, the false starts in
advancing knowledge, and highlighting the very human
nature of fields which, on the surface, seem to nonspecialists to be highly rational. Challenging older
interpretative tendencies, this book highlights the
vigour of the field and the potential for future
development. Therefore, it will be of huge interest to
students and scholars of Japanese history, Asian
history, the history of science and technology and the
history of medicine.
The Library Catalogs of the Hoover Institution on War,
Revolution, and Peace, Stanford University -- Catalog of
the Western Language Collections Hoover Institution on
War, Revolution, and Peace 1977
Humanities index 1976
A.V. Chayanov on the Theory of Peasant Economy Aleksandr
Vasilʹevich Chai︠a︡nov 1986
Learning How to Learn Barbara Oakley, PhD 2018-08-07 A
surprisingly simple way for students to master any
subject--based on one of the world's most popular online
courses and the bestselling book A Mind for Numbers A
Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular online companion
course "Learning How to Learn" have empowered more than
two million learners of all ages from around the world
to master subjects that they once struggled with. Fans
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often wish they'd discovered these learning strategies
earlier and ask how they can help their kids master
these skills as well. Now in this new book for kids and
teens, the authors reveal how to make the most of time
spent studying. We all have the tools to learn what
might not seem to come naturally to us at first--the
secret is to understand how the brain works so we can
unlock its power. This book explains: • Why sometimes
letting your mind wander is an important part of the
learning process • How to avoid "rut think" in order to
think outside the box • Why having a poor memory can be
a good thing • The value of metaphors in developing
understanding • A simple, yet powerful, way to stop
procrastinating Filled with illustrations, application
questions, and exercises, this book makes learning easy
and fun.
Contemporary Industrial Relations Ian Beardwell 1996
Industrial relations have undergone significant and
extensive change over the last fifteen years. The
combined impact of government legislation, international
competition, and organizational restructuring has
affected union organization and membership; the scope
and content of collectivebargaining; and the
organization, objectives and nature of work. The extent
of these changes raises important questions about
industrial relations and human resource management in
contemporary Britain and demands fresh analysis. In
Contemporary Industrial Relations leading authorities
address these issues with a detailed and comprehensive
analysis of current trends. Topics covered include: HRM
and the New Industrial Relations The Role of the State
Trade Union Law Industrial Relations and Economic
Performance Public Sector Unionism Union Recognition The
New Unionism Japanization The contributors are: Ian
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Beardwell; David Guest and Kim Hoque; Ian Clark; Stephen
Dunn and David Metcalf; Peter Nolan; Rachel Bailey; Tim
Claydon; Ed Heery; and David Grant. The book will be
vital reading for students, researchers and HR
professionals wanting to get to grips with current
changes in the workplace.
Empirical Studies on Economics of Innovation, Public
Economics and Management Mehmet Huseyin Bilgin
2017-03-06 This volume presents selected papers from the
18th Eurasia Business and Economics Society (EBES)
Conference, with major emphasis placed on highlighting
the latest research developments in the economics of
innovation, public economics, and management. The
articles in the volume also address more specialized
topics such as luxury fashion, weather derivatives,
health management, islamic bonds, and life satisfaction,
among others. The majority of the articles focus on
phenomena observed in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region and South Asia, representing a unique
contribution to understanding contemporary research
challenges from a different perspective.
The Theory of Peasant Co-operatives Alexander Chayanov
1991
Focus on Grammar Irene E. Schoenberg 2001-04
Prologue 2003
Polin Antony Polonsky 1986
National Union Catalog Includes entries for maps and
atlases.
Modern Language Teaching 1917
The Path to a Soviet Nation Alena Marková 2021-11
Russian Social Media Influence Todd C. Helmus 2018-04-12
Russia employs a sophisticated social media campaign
against former Soviet states that includes news tweets,
nonattributed comments on web pages, troll and bot
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social media accounts, and fake hashtag and Twitter
campaigns. Nowhere is this threat more tangible than in
Ukraine. Researchers analyzed social media data and
conducted interviews with regional and security experts
to understand the critical ingredients to countering
this campaign.
Chinese Stories for Language Learners Vivian Ling
2021-03-23 The highly anticipated next book in Tuttle's
Stories for Language Learners series is here! This book
presents 22 classic Chinese proverbs and the traditional
tales behind them. The stories are bilingual, with the
Chinese and English versions presented on facing pages.
Each includes an explanation of how the proverb is used
today, cultural notes, vocabulary and discussion
questions. Online audio recordings of the tales by
native speakers give students a chance to improve their
pronunciation and comprehension. Some of the proverbs
featured in this collection include: "Painting the Eyes
on the Dragon" Based on the story of a famous court
painter in 6th century China who painted dragons, this
proverb refers to the finishing touches needed to bring
a work of art or literature to life. In a discussion, it
refers to the final statements used to clinch the
argument. "Waiting for Rabbits by a Tree Stump" Based on
an ancient folktale about a foolish farmer who sees a
rabbit kill itself in front of him by running into a
tree stump, then gives up tilling his field to wait for
more rabbits by the stump. This saying is applied to
people who wait passively for luck to strike again. It
also refers to impractical people who stick to one way
of doing things only because it has worked for them once
in the past. "Pure Water Has No Fish; Perfect People
Have No Friends" Many versions of this historical tale
exist. The one told here is about a 2nd century AD
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official sent to govern a far-flung outpost on the Silk
Road who is fastidious in applying strict rules and
thereby causes the local people to rebel against him. In
the professional world, it is used to refer to people
who do not like to work with an overly strict supervisor
or colleague. Whether being used in a classroom or for
self-study, Chinese Stories for Language Learners
provides an educational and entertaining way for
intermediate Mandarin learners to expand their
vocabulary and understanding of the language.
Craniomaxillofacial Fractures Alex M. Greenberg
2012-12-06 The atlas format of Craniomaxiollofacial
Fracturesclearly shows how to manage fractures to the
head, face and jaw bones with rigid internal fixation.
All fractures, from the simple to the most complex, are
covered. The book is ideal for physicians from various
specialties who diagnose, treat or refer
craniomaxillofacial trauma. It describes for the first
time the classical fracture types most commonly
encountered and their representations by standard
radiographs and diagrams. The AO system is prominently
featured throughout the atlas.
Borderlands Biography Beata Halicka 2021-10 Beata
Halicka's masterly narrated biography is the story of an
extraordinary man and leading intellectual in the
Polish-American community. Z. Anthony Kruszewski was
first a Polish scout fighting in World War II against
the Nazi occupiers, then Prisoner of War/Displaced
Person in Western Europe. He stranded as a penniless
immigrant in post-war America and eventually became a
world-renowned academic. Kruszewski's almost incredible
life stands out from his entire generation. His story is
a microcosm of the 20th-century history, covering
various theatres and incorporating key events and
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individuals. Kruszewski walks a stage very few people
have even stood on, both as an eye-witness at the centre
of the Second World War, and later as vice-president of
the Polish American Congress, and a professor and
political scientist at world-class universities in the
USA. Not only did he become a pioneer and a leading
figure in Borderland Studies, but he is a borderlander
in every sense of the word.
A Biographical Dictionary of Women's Movements and
Feminisms Francisca de Haan 2006-01-10 This Biographical
Dictionary describes the lives, works and aspirations of
more than 150 women and men who were active in, or part
of, women’s movements and feminisms in Central, Eastern
and South Eastern Europe. Thus, it challenges the widely
held belief that there was no historical feminism in
this part of Europe. These innovative and often moving
biographical portraits not only show that feminists
existed here, but also that they were widespread and
diverse, and included Romanian princesses, Serbian
philosophers and peasants, Latvian and Slovakian
novelists, Albanian teachers, Hungarian Christian social
workers and activists of the Catholic women’s movement,
Austrian factory workers, Bulgarian feminist scientists
and socialist feminists, Russian radicals,
philanthropists, militant suffragists and Bolshevik
activists, prominent writers and philosophers of the
Ottoman era, as well as Turkish republican leftist
political activists and nationalists, internationally
recognized Greek feminist leaders, Estonian
pharmacologists and science historians, Slovenian
‘literary feminists,’ Czech avant-garde painters,
Ukrainian feminist scholars, Polish and Czech Senate
Members, and many more. Their stories together
constitute a rich tapestry of feminist activity and
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redress a serious imbalance in the historiography of
women’s movements and feminisms.
Statistical Year Book of Poland 1957
Linguistic and Cultural Studies: Traditions and
Innovations Andrey Filchenko 2017-09-18 This book
features contributions to the XVIIth International
Conference “Linguistic and Cultural Studies: Traditions
and Innovations” (LKTI 2017), providing insights into
theory, research, scientific achievements, and best
practices in the fields of pedagogics, linguistics, and
language teaching and learning with a particular focus
on Siberian perspectives and collaborations between
academics from other Russian regions. Covering topics
including curriculum development, designing and
delivering courses and vocational training, the book is
intended for academics working at all levels of
education striving to improve educational environments
in their context – school, tertiary education and
continuous professional development.
Dziennik ustaw Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej Poland 2005
Civil Engineering and Public Works Review 1963
Library Literature 1934 "An index to library and
information science".
How to Find the Law Morris L. Cohen 1983
"Characteristics of American Law and Legal Resources;
Court Reports; Shepard's Citations; Online Updating
Tools; West Key-Number Digests; ALR Annotations; Federal
Statutory Research; State Statutory Research; Local Law
Sources; Constitutional Law; Legislative History;
Administrative Regulations and Decisions; Court Rules;
Practice Materials; Looseleaf Services; Legal
Periodicals; Periodical Indexes; Legal Encyclopedias;
Restatements; Texts; Legal Dictionaries; Directories;
Formbooks; Nonlegal Research Sources; Treaties;
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International Law; International Organizations; English
Legal Research; Canadian Legal Research; Foreign and
Comparative Law; Research Strategies."-- Book
description
Higher Education and National Identity Johannes Remy
2000-01-01 This study focuses on the conflicting aims
and deeds of the Russian government and the Polish
nationally-minded student youth in the situation which
emerged after the closure of the universities in Warsaw
and Wilno (Vilnius) in 1832. Thousands of Polish
students studied in Russian universities, constituting a
considerable portion of the student body. They formed
conspiracies, student unions and study circles. Their
relations with Russian students entailed both enmity and
co-operation. The book analyzes the idea of what it
meant to be a Polish student in Russia between 1832 and
1863, and reveals secret disagreements between
government politicians concerning the Polish question at
the universities.
Policy and Practice Challenges for Equality in Education
Neimann, Theresa 2021-09-10 Well-educated populations
are important aspects of any contemporary society, as
education increases national and global development and
the positive expansion of communities to participate
actively in civil matters also increases. Educational
equality is based on the principles of administrative
competence and fairness of access and distribution of
resources, opportunities, and treatment, which ensures
success for every person. Ensuring equal access to
quality education requires addressing a wide range of
persistent inequalities in society and includes a
stronger focus on how different forms of inequalities
intersect to produce unequal opportunities or outcomes
that affect marginalized and vulnerable groups. Policy
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and Practice Challenges for Equality in Education takes
a multifaceted look at issues of equality and inequality
in education as related to policy, practice, resource
access, and distribution. As such, this book explores
the potential practices in education that serve to
mitigate and transform unproductive practices which have
left societies scarred by social and educational
inequalities. The chapters provide a critical analysis
of the manifestations of inequalities in various
educational contexts and discerns how broader social
inequalities are informed by education-related matters.
This book is ideal for sociologists, administrators,
instructors, policymakers, data scientists, community
leaders, practitioners, stakeholders, researchers,
academicians, and students interested in educational
equality and the unique challenges being faced
worldwide.
The Gender Gap in College: Maximizing the Developmental
Potential of Women and Men Linda J. Sax 2008-09-02
Praise for The Gender Gap in College "Linda Sax has
produced an encyclopedic volume comparing women's and
men's development during the undergraduate years. We
believe it is destined to become a classic in the higher
education literature." —From the Foreword by Alexander
W. Astin and Helen S. Astin "Using findings from an
important national data set, Linda Sax has skillfully
crafted a definitive work about the gender gap in
college. It is a major scholarly achievement that will
be influential for many years to come." —Ernest
Pascarella, Petersen Professor of Higher Education,
University of Iowa "Linda Sax has produced a
meticulously researched, carefully documented analysis
that identifies many ways that college impacts men and
women differently. This book will be an invaluable
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resource to researchers and practitioners seeking to
better understand and serve traditional-age students at
four-year colleges and universities." —Jacqueline E.
King, assistant vice president, Center for Policy
Analysis, American Council on Education
Monthly List of Russian Accessions Library of Congress.
Processing Department 1954-04
Encyklopedia polskiej emigracji i Polonii: K-O Kazimierz
Dopierała 2003
Arab Family Studies Suad Joseph 2018-07-10 Family
remains the most powerful social idiom and one of the
most powerful social structures throughout the Arab
world. To engender love of nation among its citizens,
national movements portray the nation as a family. To
motivate loyalty, political leaders frame themselves as
fathers, mothers, brothers, or sisters to their clients,
parties, or the citizenry. To stimulate production,
economic actors evoke the sense of duty and mutual
commitment of family obligation. To sanctify their
edicts, clerics wrap religion in the moralities of
family and family in the moralities of religion. Social
and political movements, from the most secular to the
most religious, pull on the tender strings of family
love to recruit and bind their members to each other. To
call someone family is to offer them almost the highest
possible intimacy, loyalty, rights, reciprocities, and
dignity. In recognizing the significance of the concept
of family, this state-of-the-art literature review
captures the major theories, methods, and case studies
carried out on Arab families over the past century. The
book offers a country-by-country critical assessment of
the available scholarship on Arab families. Sixteen
chapters focus on specific countries or groups of
countries; seven chapters offer examinations of the
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literature on key topical issues. Joseph’s volume
provides an indispensable resource to researchers and
students, and advances Arab family studies as a critical
independent field of scholarship.
Subject Catalog Library of Congress 1976
Integrating Engineering Education and Humanities for
Global Intercultural Perspectives Zhanna Anikina
2020-05-06 This book presents papers from the
International Conference on Integrating Engineering
Education and Humanities for Global Intercultural
Perspectives (IEEHGIP 2020), held on 25–27 March 2020.
The conference brought together researchers and
practitioners from various disciplines within
engineering and humanities to offer a range of
perspectives. Focusing on, but not limited to, Content
and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) in Russian
education the book will appeal to a wide academic
audience seeking ways to initiate positive changes in
education.
Boundary-Spanning in Organizations Janice Langan Fox
2013-11-12 In more recent times, the essence of the
gatekeeper's role has moved to the 'boundary spanner' a systems thinker who understands the specific needs and
interests of the organization and whose greatest asset
is their ability to move across and through the formal
and informal features of the modern organization. There
are many types of boundaries associated with an
organization, for example, horizontal, (function and
expertise), vertical (status, hierarchy), geographic,
demographic, and stakeholder. Boundaries are "the
defining characteristic of organizations and, boundary
roles are the link between the environment and the
organization" (Aldrich & Herker, 1977) with functions
crucial to the effectiveness and success of the
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organization. Despite being a critical success factor
for an organization, beginning in the 1970s, the term 'boundary spanning' has had an intermittent research
history: there has been no systematic body of research
that has evolved over time. This book aims to
invigorate, excite, and expand the literature on
boundary spanning in a diverse range of disciplines such
as sociology, organizational psychology, management,
medicine, defence, health, social work, and community
services. The book serves as the first collection of
reviews on boundary spanning in organizations.
Encyclopedia of Russian Women's Movements Norma Noonan
Corigliano 2001 A comprehensive resource profiling
individuals and organizations associated with Russian
women's movements from the early 19th century to the
post-Soviet era. Contributions by approximately fifty
authors from the United States, Russia, Europe, and
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Canada focus upon the struggle of women to change their
society and advance their gender interests. Women
activists pursued improvement in educational
opportunities, fought for suffrage, established
journals, and sought to transform women's consciousness
and establish women's studies programs and women's
crises centers. They were a strong voice against the
tsarist regime and the oppression of communism. Their
objectives were as diverse as their strategies, which
ranged from incremental reform, to terrorism, to the
establishment of women's electoral organizations. This
volume contains a comprehensive glossary of term and
phrases and a chronology to help put events and
developments into historical context. Entries are fully
cross-referenced and are followed by suggested readings.
This book will be of interest to students and scholars
of Russian history and politics, women's history and
gender studies.
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